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1 Introductior..
In the economic literature the influence of financial varia-
bles on the investment behaviour of the firm is widely accepted2}.
In the traditional neo-classical investment literature (e.g.
Jorgenson [8 ]) financial variables in the form of a(constant)
internal.interest rate are one of the determinants of the user cost
of capital. Other authors suggest that the adjustment speed of factor
inputs depends on financial variables such as cash-flows. (See e.g.
Eisner and Strotz [.2 ], Coen [ 1 ], Hempenius [ 6], Gardner and
Sheldon [4 ]). Some authors (e.g. Meyer and Kuh [12 ], Meyer and
Glauber [1~~ ]) have studied the financing-investment behaviour over
the cycle. They conclude that in a boom the interest rate (on
external funds) is the important financial variable whereas in a
recession cash-flow is the important financíal determinant of invest-
ment.
1) The authors are grateful to S.E. de Jong for helpful comments on
an earlier draft of this paper.
2} For a survey of the influence of financial variables see also
Rowley and Trivedi [ 14 ] .- 2 -
In the financial literature the determinantion of the cost
of capital is closely connected with the valuation theory one accepts.
In the Modigliani and Miller [,13 ]hypothesis the cost of capital is
independent of how investments are financed (except for the possible
influence of fiscal parameters). An opposite view (the traditional
hypothesis, defended by Lintner [9 ] et al.) is that the value of
the firm (in a world of uncertainty) depends on the degree of financial
leverage in the firm's capital structure. This leads to a cost of
capital function which rises with leverage (excluded the influence of
fixed parameters). In a recent study3) of Inselbag [7: ] the influence
of a strictly convex cost of borrowing function on optimal investment
ann optimal financial structure is studied in the context of a dynamic
model. Further independent adjustment paths for capital and total
borrowing are derived under the assumption that dividends can be ad-
justed freely in order to balance revenues and outlays at each moment.
In this paper the influence of the interest rate (marginal
cost of funds) on optimal factor inputs and the influence of cash-
flows and resulting shifts in the financial structure on the adjustment
speed of factor inputs are studied in the context of a dynamic model.
It is assumed that the expansion of the firm is financed from internal
funds or by borrowing, that the marginal cost of external funds depend
on the financial structure (e.g. the firm's debt-equity ratio) and
that a stable dividend policy is maintained over the planning period.
In this paper we will not study the optimal financial structure but
analyse the influence of the apriori determined financial policy
and resulting shifts in the financial structure on investment and
employment decisions. We will show that unde.r these assumptions adjust-
ment of factor inputs depends on the generation of internal funds
(cash-flows).
3) Which came to our attention after completing our study.- 3 -
2. Opt. imal firm policv urder a shifting financial structure.
2.1. Specification of the obiect function and the form of the financial
constraints.
In most neoclassical models of factor demand (e.g, the model
analysed in [3 ])the influence of the existing financial structure
of the firm on (marginal) costs of funds is not explicitly studied.
To incorporate the financial structure of the firm explicitly in
a model one has to make additional assumptions wíth respect to the
possible financial constraints, e.g. in the form of a financial
equilibrium equation,and with respect to the financial policy of the
firm.
For the financial equilibrium equation we firstly enumerate
all possible receipts and outlays. Receipts (in a wide sense, being
all incoming cash streams) in period t are:
(i) Yt - Q.(~Xt), being the receipts from selling the product produced:
Yt the potential receipts if (internal) adjustment services would
be zero and ~(OXt) the receipts sacrificed because of expanding the
factors from Xt-~ to Xt-~ t pXt - Xt, to be called adjustment costs.
(ii) Ft, if positive. Ft is the amount of funds borrowed and used
to finance new investments in period t if Ft ~ 0 and -Ft is the amount
of excess internal ílznds (i.e. internal funds not (yet) invested
within the firm) in period t if Ft ~ 0. We assume that there are one-
yea.r contracts for borrowing (Ft ~ 0) and also one-year
lending the available internal funds (Ft ~ 0). Moreover
R(Ft) measures the costs of borrowing if Ft ~ 0 and the
from lending if Ft ~ 0.
(1) rCt,
(ii) qlt
Outlays (in a wide sense)
with Ct profits and r the
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investments, which are assumed to be proportional with capital stock
X~t, i.e. Bt - q1t dX1t (d is the replacement parameter).(iii)
w2t X2t
with w2t the vector of wage rates for the labour inputs
X2t'
(iv) R(Ft), being the (positive or negative) costs of borrowing or
lending.
(v) R~, being the interest payments on the consolidated debt VD ar
the beginning of the plan period.
(vi) Dt, being dividends,
(vii) Ft-~, if positive. Ft-~ is the amount of borrowed funds used
in period t-1 and paid back in period t, if Ft-~~0. If Ft-~~0 then
the firm receives -Ft-~ in period t.
As we have by assumption described all positive and negative
streams in period t, equilibrium requires the following equality, to
be called the financial balance equation:
( 1) Ft } Yt - C~.(~Xt) - TCt } q1t ~X1t t q1t Bt } w2t X2t
t R(Ft) t Dt t
Ft-1 } RO
where profits Ct are defined as follows 4'S)
( 2) Ct - Yt - a( OXt) - q1t Bt - w2t X2t - R(Ft) - RO
The financial balance equation can now be written in the following
form
( 3) Ft - Ft-~ - (~-T)Ct } q1t ~1t } Dt
Given the balance equation, the existing financial structure,
the production technology and the expected situation on output and
~) For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that taxes are leviF.d on
Ct, an assumption which can easily be replaced for a more realistic
one but which would complicate the follwing derivations unnecessarily.
5) In this specification Q,(~Xt)is treated as costs in period t. A possi-
ble alternative is to treat the adjustment expenditures as invest-
ment expenditures, analogous to the treatment of q~t ~Xt'- 5 -
factor markets and on the capital market it ís, in principle, possible
to determine simultaneously for a given criterium function the optimal
production and factor input levels and the optimal financial structure.
However since we are primarily interested in the influence of a
given financial structure and given financial policy (optimal or not
optimal) on factor input decisions we will assume that both criterium
function and dividend policy are exogenously determined. Further we
assume that chaiiges in production and input levels are financed from
internal funds (retained earnings) or by borrowing. Only in exceptional
cases will firms finance their planned expansion by stock issuing.
We will therefore exclude the possíbily of equity financing by stock
issuing. Finally we make the important assumption that increasing
debt-financing relative to equity financing implies rising marginal
costs of funds (e.g. reflecting increasing risk for a more leveraged
firm).
As to the specification of the objective function one usually
assumes that the firm tries to maximize its market value. The speci-
fication of the market value depends on the point of view with respect
to the importa.nce of the dividend policy for the (determination of
the) value of the firm.") For the dividend theorists the dividend
policy is a critical factor in determining the market value, de'fined
as present value of (future) dividends with a discount factor which
depends on the dividend policy. An increase of the retained earnings
ratio shifts dividends to more distant periods. Since, under conditions
of uncertainty distant dividends are less preferred than near
dividends, investors will require a higher discount raté if the pay-
out ratio is lower. For the earnings theorists the valuation of the
msrket value of the firm depends on future earnings discounted by a
factor which does not depend on the dividend policy, thus the objective
function is specified as present value of (future) earnings.
f~) See Mao [10, Ch 12] for a survey of the theoretical dispute around this
topic.-6-
We will now make the following general assumptions with respect
to the dividend policy and (corresponding) form of the objective
function. The specification of the exogenously determined dividend
policy is 7)
(.4) Dt - d((~-T) Ct - Dp) t D~, ~ ~ d ~ 1, t- 1,...,T
Dt - (1-T)Ct , t ~ Tt1
For the first T periods of the infinite planning horizon we ~~an writc.
the dividend equation as
Dt - d(1-t)Ct t(1-d)D~
so that the dividend policy is a mixed one of a pure dividend statilisation
policy (where D~ are normal dividends which can be seen as a target
percentage of equitycapital) and a dividend policy based on actual
earnings. Beyond period T investment activities are assumed to be
nil (see relation (6)) so that further accamulation of retained
earnings is no longer necessary.
Since dividends are determined as an apriori determined function of
net profits the specification of the objective function as present
value of (expected) net profits seems appropriate both for the divi-
dends theorists~snd the earnings theorists~pointof view.
We thus propose as objective the maximization of
E Bt(1-T)Ct
~-t
In the view of the dividend theorists the discount rate -~SS will
depend on the dividend policy. For the earnings theorists the rate of
return required by the stock holders is a constant. In both cases the
discount rate (1-S)~R is, in the context of this model, exogenously
determined.
7~ The dividend equation is only well defined if Dt ~ 0, i.e.
(~-7)Ct ? - ~ad D~
where D~ ~ 0. We assume that this condition is always satisfied.- 7 -
Further we assume
(6) xt - xt-~ t oxt , (t - i,2,...)
( t ~ `I't Í )
where XD and F~ are given amounts at the start of period 1, so that
after period T no further changes in factor input levels are planned.
The model defined in ( 6) is an infinite horizon model. How-
ever, due to the specification of Dt and ~Xt for t~ Tt1, the analytical
treatment of this model is greatly simplified. A consequence of the
assumptions Dt -(1-T)Ct and ~Xt - 0 for t~ Tt1 is that Ft - FT for
t~ T}1. It is assumed that after period T, FT is consolídated in the
form of long term debt, if FT ~ 0, or long-term lendings, if FT ~ 0.
Equations (3) and ( 5) determine changes in the financial structure
of the firm as function of future investments and (expected) profits.
The development of the financial structure is highly dependent on the
apriori determined dividend equation.
It was assumed above that the financial structure of the firm
is an important determinant of the marginal costs of' ext.ernal funds,
~ti~í3l~' ( here we are tniking uf cuursc~ of' Lhe pc;eitiv~~ F;nrt ot' thc~ lt-
fltnction). It seems reasonable to use the Debt-Equity-ratio ( D.F,.-ratio)
as the important determinant of the m.c.f-function 2R~8F8): below a
certain critical value of the D.E.-ratio aR~aF is assumed to be constant.
If the D.E.-ratio exceeds this critical value we assume that BR~aF
is a monotonously increasing function of the D.E.-ratio. However the
introduction of the D.E.-ratio as an explicit argument in the m.c.f.-
function greatly complicates the analytical
8) In general aR~aF inay depend on the size of the firm, e.g. on an
average size measured as q'}C, on the market conditions, its previous
rentability,etc. The critical D.E.-ratio may depend on tradition,
economic outlook, "etc.".- 8 -
derivation of the optimal factor demand in the next sections. Therefore
some slight modifications are desirable. Assuming that changes in
the D.E.-ratio are mainly caused by changes in the debt term Ft we






8F ' r~, a 2~ 0 , F~ F
aF
Further we assume that aR~2F is a continuous and differentiable function
of F.
Before deriving in the next sections the optimal growth
path of the firm we make some additional assumptions. Price expectations
for the factor markets and capital markets are constant over the
(infinite) planning horizon. Further we assume a stable long-run de-
mandcurve, aatrictly concave revenue fluiction Y(Xt) and a strictly con-
vex (internal) adjustment costs function ~i(Xt-Xt-~) for all
t - 1,2,....3. The model
In this Section we will analyse the model defined in ( 3) -
( 7) under the just mentioned assumption of stable expectations. We
can write the Lagrange-function as
(8)
T




} S-B ( 1-r) ( Y,t-w'XT - R(F,~.))
T
~ E at IFt-Ft-~-q'(Xt-Xt-~) f(1-d)(1-T)'
t-1
(Yt-w'Xt - Q.(Xt-Xt-i)-R(Ft)) - (i-d)DO1
where w-(q~d, w`) and q-(q~, 0)'.
Assuming that this model satisfies the necessary cancavity restrictions
for a uniquely determined maximum an~l that this maximum lies in the
economically relevant region, i.e. dt:Xt ~ 0, this maximum can be
found by solving the first order conditions. Z'hésefirst order condi-
tions can be written as, writing Q,t for (,~,(Xt-Xt-~) and Rt for R(Ft):
(9)
aY a(Lt aQ.
st(i-t) (aXt - w- aX )- stti(i-T) aXti
t t t
aY aa
-at (-q t (i-d)(i-T) ( aXt - w - aXt)) -
t t
- atti(q - ( i-d)(i-~) aaXti) - o,,(t~i,...,T-i)
t
aY aQ~, STt1 aYT
~T(~-T)( aXT - w- a~) } 1-B(1-T)(a~ - w)
~'1~ aY aa
-aT(-q t (i-d)(i-t)(~~ - w - a~)) - o- 10 -
-Rt(1-T)
aRt 8R
8F - ~t(1-(1-d)(1-t) aFt) t ~tt1 - 0, (t-1,...,T-1)
t t
T aRT ~Ttl aRT 3R,I,
-B (1-t) aF - 1-S (1-t) aF - aT(1-(1-d)(1-T) aF)- 0.
T T T
For the Lagrange parameters at we find from (9)
óR
















-s (1-r)óF } ~t t1
t
~t - 1-(1-d)(1-T)aRt~3Ft ~
~ (t-1,...,T-1)
(t - 1,---~T-1)
Writing ci - 1-(1-d)(1-T)BRi~aFi we obtain for t- 1,...,T
(12)
T-1 j 2R. T aR ~3F
~ - - (1-T)st-1 [ E ( n (~-)) -~- t ( n (s)) T T 1 t s
j-t i-t ~i aFj i-t ~i 1-
so that (-at) can be interpreted as the (after tax) discounted marginal
interest expenses from period t onwards. at is computed with a variable
discount rate which is the ratio of 8 and ci (the marginal increase
of disposable funds in period i). The parameter at can thus be inter-
preted as a marginal costs of funds index.
The term (1-(1-d)(1-i)3Rt~aFt) measures the marginal increase- 11 -
of disposable funds. The case
1-(1-d)(1-t)3RtlaFt ~ 0
corresponds to an inferior firm policy (increasing the external funds Ft
implies a decrease in net-disposable funds) and can therefore be
ignored in our analysis. Thus we may safely assume that
1-(1-d)(1-T)aatlaFt ~ o, d t
so that since BRtlaFt ~ rp ~ 0 we obtain from (11)
r aT ~ 0
(13) J
V
and using the "complete induction theorem"
a1 ~ a2 ~... ~ aT ~ 0, (t - 1,...,T)
For further analysis it is interesting to analyse at if
BRtlaFt - r~ for t- 1,...,T. Introducing the symbols
r r1 - (1-i)r0
(i4) r2 - (1-d)(1-T)ro
a - (-~)T rt
1-r2 1-r2
Sr2
(1-S)(1-r2-S) :, (1-r2 ~ B)
we obtain, if 1-r2 ~ B, after some manipulations
(15)
St r
at - d(1-r2)t - 1-r 1s ~, (t - 1,...,T)
2
To analyse the behaviour of at if T-~ ~ we distinguish three cases :




1~ ~t - 1-r2-6
(ii) 1-r2 ~ S. If 1-r2 ~ B the limit of á does not exist, i.e.
lim d -
T~




~t - 1-s ~
(t - 1,.. ,T)
In the next section we will use thp expression
~tt1-(1-d)~tt1
st - (1-d)at
Expression (18) can be analysed under the assumptions that
8Rt~8Ft - r0 (t - 1,2,...,T) and that T-~ ~. Distinguishing the three
cases (1-r2) ~ s, (1-r2) - S and (1-r2) ~ S we obtain




,l l,~, ~t - 1-r2-R
sttl-(1-d)attl Stt1(tt(1-d)r1~(1-r2-B))
(20} lim - - B
T-'m Bt - (1-d)at Bt(1t(1-d)r1~(1-r2-B))- 13 -






(21) lim - - g
T~ St -(1-d)at Bt-1(Bf(1-d)r1I(1-S))
c) 1-r2 ~ B with. . lim d- W and
T-~
sttl-(1-d)~tt1
(22) lim - lim









Results (1!i) -(22) will be particularly useflzl in the analysis
of the adjustment process of Xt, following from the first order
conditions (9). Before deriving this adjustment process we will study
a special case, viz. the case with marginal costs of adjustment,
a Qlax, equal to zero.- 1k -
1~. The adiustment path of optimal factor inputs if marginal adjustment
costs are zero.
If the marginal costs of adjustment are zero, the first order









we obtain,combining (9) and (23)~ after some manipulations
aY aR





-~ T(1-d)) (aXT - w- aFT q) - 0
(t - 1,...,T-1)
From (13) follows that in the optimum (Bt-at(1-d)) ~ 0(t-1,...,T-1)
and (sTI(1-g) -(1-d)aT) ~ 0 so that (24) implies
aYt aRt




- w t - q
(t-1,...,T-1)
The conditions in (25) are the well known equilibrium conditions in a
static (or quasi-dynamic) profit maximizing model. The conditions in
(25) differ from the conditions in a model without explicit financial
constraints with respect to the presence of the marginal costs of
funds function aRt~aFt in stead of the di.scount rate. This is :.o-~5-
because funds have explicit costs in our approach.
Let us write the solutions of (25) as (Xt, F't), t- 1,...,T,
then from (3) it follows
F~ - FD t q'(X~-Xp) -(~-d)(~-T)C~ t(1-d)DC~ (t - 1)
or
(26)
Further follows from (25)
(27)
so that, using the mean value theorem
(28) I't ~Xt - bt ~Ft q~ (t-2,...,T)
F~ - Ft-1 } q~(Xt-Xx-~)-(~-d)(~-T)Ct t (1-d)DC~ (t-2,...,T)
4Ft - q~ ~Xt - (1-d)(1-i)Ct t (1-d)D~ ~ (t-2,...,T)
aX (X~) - áX (X~-i) - (áF (Ft) - aF (Ft-t))q, (t-2,...,T)
where Pt and bt are second derivatives, evaluated in a point between
Xt and X~-~ respectively between Ft and Ft-~.
Assuming that i't can for all X~ (t - 1,...,T) be approximated by
a negative definite matrix P~that bt can be approximated for all
Ft-~, Ft ~ F by the positive constant b and that bt - 0 for all
F~-~, Ft ~ F, we obtain that (28) can be written as 9)
(29) i' ~Xt - (b OFt)q if Ft-~, Ft ~ F ~(t - 2,...,T)
- 0 if F~-~, F'~ ~ F
~
9) The case t~ F and Ft-~ ~ F(or v.v.) requires special treatment.
See also footnote 8.-i6-
If Ft-~,Ft ~ F for some tE (2,...,T)we obtain after combining (26}
and ( 29 )
(30) 4Xt -(b q q'-I')-~ b 4 I(~-d)(~-T)C~-(1-d)DO)
and
eFt -(-1 t q'(-t tb q q')-~q.b)((~-d)(~-t)Ct-(~-d}ll0)
If Ft-~,F't ~ F for some tE(2,..,T)we ebtain, combining (26) and (~:y)
(31) eXt - 0
eFt - -(~-a)(~-T)ct t (1-d)DO
From (30) follows that, if Ft-~, Ft ~ F for 2 ~ t ~ T~
(with T~ ~ T), the generation of internal funds implies changes in
the optimal factor inputs and changes in the amount of external funds.
The initial change in X, Xx-X0, can be interpreted as the market
induced adjustment in X; the changes eXt, t~ 2, can be interpreted
as financially induced adjustments in X. To study the changes in
optimal factor inputs, eXt, as a functien of generated internal funds,
we assume that there is a period t0 so that from period t0 onwards
retained earnings are positive:
(32) d t ? t0 : (1-d)(1-t)Ct - (1-d)DO ~ M ~ 0
Combining (30) and (32) we obtain, since
q'(b q q' - I')-~q ~ 0
and- 17 -
-ltq'(-rtb q q')-lq.b --ltt r(-rtb q q')-1(b q q') ~ o
that
lo)




q'XtG ~ q' XtGtl ~... ~ q~
1
where q'X is the value of capital inputs.
If T i W and (32) holds than Ft will in some period (the
transition period) cross the critical value F. From (29) follows that
the transition from the regime F~ ~ F to the regime F'~ ~ F brings
about some intricate mathematical problems. Without analysing these
2
qi 0
1;1) The matrix b q q' - b , b~ G, and -I' is a positive definite
matrix so that
2
tr( -I' t b ' ' q 4 q )-1 (b 4 q ) ~ 2- 1
b q1
b
0 0- 18 -
11)
problems in detail we limit our attention to the after-transition
period where both Ft-1 and Ft ~ F.
Thus we can postulate:
(3k) ~ t1 ~ t0, b t~ t1: Ft-1, Ft ~ F
so that d t ~ t 1;
(35)
óRt a2Rt




11) Let period ( T1t1) be the period where the critical value F is
exceeded, so that F'T ~ F and F7: !~ t1~ F, then we propose, analugous
1 ~I '~
to (29), as linearisation of (27) for t- T1t1:
I' OXt - bb( ~F't ) q .
so that in combinati.on with (26) we obtain analogous to (30)
OX~ -(db q q~-r)-~ db q I(1-d)(1-T)Ct-(1-d)D0~
(30A) and
~Ft - (-1tq~( -I'tdb q q')-14.ób)I(1-d)(1-r)Ct-(1-d)L0~
For d- 1 we obtain (30) and for d- 0 we obtain (31) as special
cases; for the intermediate cases 0 ~ d ~ 1 we expect from (30.A)
a smaller change in optimal factor inputs than if d- 1 and a larger
change in Fx than if d- 1. Thus using (30) instead of (30.A) in the
transition period we overestimate ~Xt but underestimate 6Ft.- i9 -
For 0 ~ Ft ~ F the parameter rp measures the marginal costs of external
funds. If Ft ~ 0, r~ is equal to the marginal revenue on available
internal funds, invested outside the firm, and can thus be interpreted
as the marginal opportunity costs of ( internal) funds.
If (32) and (34) hold we obtain from (35) that
(36) Xt - x~~ t ~ t~
where X~ satisfies (25), i.e.
(37) áX (X~) - w t rp q
which is the well known equilibrium condition from static analysis.
Analogously we can show that if
dt ? t~:(1-d)(~-T)Ct - (~-d)D~ ~ 0
the optimal value of' Fx increases and the optimal value of q'X~
decreases. Eventually such a policy implies negative optimal values of
q'Xt wich is at variance with our basic assumptions (Xt lies in the
economically relevant region for all t).
Further we can show that sign-alterations of the term (1-d)(1-T)Ct-
-(1-d)DD are impossible for all t~ 1, given the constant price expecta--20-
tions, product demand function and technical structure. 1~
Thus we can limit out attention to the case that
(38) (1-d)(1-i)Ct - (1-d)DO ~ 0, ( t - 1,2,...)
Thus if there are no adjustment costs and Ft ~ F for 1 ~ t t T1~
we can distinguish a market induced adjustment in X in the first
period and financially induced adjustments in X for t~ 2. The adjust-
ment of optimal factor inputs for t~ 2, to an equilibrium value XY,
depends on the generation of internal funds. If the retained earnings
are positive and T is large enough the equilibrium X~ is reached
for some t~ T1. If (-FO) is large enough so that Ft ~ F for all t~ 1
an immediate adjustment of Xt to X~ takes place.
12 ) This can be understood as follows:
If ~Xt ~ 0: (1-d)(1-T)Ct - DO ~ 0 then the starti-ng position in
period tt1 is at least as favourable as in period t so that
~Xttl ' 0: (1-d)(1-t)Ct~1-DO ~ 0
for t - 1,2,...
However if yXt ~ 0:(1-d)(1-t)Ct-DO ~ 0 then the starting position
in period (ttt) is less favourable than in period t so thaT.
~ Xt~l ~ 0: (1-d)(1-T)Ctti - DO ~ 0.
for t - 1,2,... .- 21 -
5. The analysis of the optimal adiustment path under positive mar~inal
ad,justment costs.
The analysis of the adjustment path if the marginal costs of
adjustment are not zero is more complicated. We can rewrite the first-
order conditions (9) as
aYt 2Rt aQt 84,tt1
(39)
3X - w } aF 'q } 8X - Yt 8X ~- (t ' 1,...,T-1)
t t t t
2}CZ, - w } 3FT 'q } YT 2XT
where Yt, YT are defined as
Stt1 -
attl(1-d)







We can write Yt for t- 1,...,T-1 as
Y -
a
St - Bt1 (1-d)
- s.
1 - ~tt1 (1-d)
~tt1
t Bt - at(1-d) 1 - t (1-d)
s
Thus Yt can be interpreted as the discount factor s times a measure
of discounted marginal costs of funds from period (t}1) onwards
relative to the discounted marginal costs of funds from period t onwards;
see (12). For YT we obtain after some rearrangements
2R
YT - (1-s) (1 t S 3FT) Tso that yT is (1-s) times a measure of discounted marginal costs of
funds from period Tt1 onwards.
Equation (39) can be simplified further if we linearize aYt~axt ,
aclt~axt and aQt}~~aXt around X~, so that
0.(oxt) - 2(oxt)' A nxt
and
aQb~aXt - A ~Xt
a~t~~aXt - -A A~tttl
where A is evaluated in the point Xz. Usir~ this linearization we can
rewrite (39) as
aR
(41) I'(Xt-Xx) - (aFt - r~)q t A OXt - Yt A ~Xttle(t-1,...,T-1)
t ~
aRT
P(X,r-X~) -(aF - rD)q f yT A OXT
T
The system (41) can be rewritten as a system of non-linear difference-
equations in Xt with forcing function (aRt~aFt-rD)q } r X~ and
boundary conditions for t- 0 and t- T. This non.linear system of
difference equations determines the optimal growth path of the firm.
For further analysis we will make some additional assumptions
with respect to the flow of internal funds. We assume that from period
t~ (t0 ~ 1) onwards the retained earnings (1-d)(1-T)Ct-(1-d)D~
are larger than the net investment expenses, q'~Xt, so that for T
large enough
(42) ~ t~, tD ~ t~ ~ T, yt ~ t~s Ft ~ F
whereas for t ~ t~:Ft ~ F. From these assumptions and the balance-23-
equation (3) follows that
~Ft ~ 0 ~ ( t~ ~ t~ T)
so that






Ftirther follows from (18) -(22) for yt, for t~ ~ t ~ T and T i m
Yt -
C~ if ( 1-r2) ~ S ,(t~ ~ t ~ T)
1-r2 if ( 1-r2) ~ S ,(t~ ~ t ~ T)
and
Assumirig that shareholders require a return on invested capital larger




so that, if (1-d)(1-r) ~~t , we obtain
~-r2-s - ~-5-(1-d)(1-T)rp ~ 0
so that, in combination with (44), we find- 21~ -
t1 ~ t ~ T
Thus the effective discount rate to evaluate current and future cash-
flows is (1-B)IB.
13)
Under the assumptions (~2) with corresponding results (43)
and (44) we can grealty simplify the adjustment path generating
conditions (41) for t~ t1. Substituting (43) and (44) in (41) we
obtain
r(xt-x~) - A ext - s A nxttl ~(t-tl~tltl,...,T-1)
(~5)
r(x~,-x~) - ( t-s)A exT
for large T.
Thus from period t1 onwards the adjustment of Xt is simi7ar
to the adjustment path analysed in [ 3 ], which results in the
well-known multivariate accelerator model. This implies that
(~6) ext - B(x~ - xt -1)
1 1
t4)
where B is the adjustment matrix defined in [3, Section la.2J
13) If 1-r2 ~ 6 of
(1-r)S1-d)
rC ~ 1ss the effective discount rate
would be based. on the interest rate on borrowed funds.
14) B can be specified as
B - C(I - A)C-1
where C is the matrix of characteristic vectors of the matrix
A-1 I' and A is a diagonal matrix with positive elements smaller
than one.-25-
and X~ is defined in (31).
Using (46) we can obtain from (L1) a subset of first order
conditions in X1, X2,...,Xt -~ which is independent of Xt, t~ t1.
We shall use the special case t1 - 2 in order to demonstrate tYle pro-
perties of the adjustment path. For the special case t1 - 2(this





- r~).q t A ~X1 - Y1 A B(X~ - X1)
aR
(~8) I t - A- Y~ A B~ I X1-X~~ - I P - Y1 A B~ ( X~-X~) }( aF1
1
which is an equation in X1 and F1 with
~ 8R1
(~9)
8F - r0 ~ ~ 1
a2 - -62 r1I(1-rz-B)
so that
a2-á(1-T)aR1laF1 a2-Sr1 ~2
~1 - 1-(1-d)(1-T)aR~laF1 ` 1-r2 - g
so that
r3?(i-d)a2 s-(1-a)a2ls
O~ Y1 - R-(1-d)a1 - S S-(1-d)a2 ~ R
Lower values of y1 slow down the adjustment speed. This can
be easily understood if we rearrange (b7) as
aR1
(aF - rU)q } A ~X1 -(Y1 A B- I') (X~-X1)
1
The terms on the left hand side can be interpreted as the marginaladjustment costs in period 1 whereas the right hand side measures
the marginal opportunity costs of not being in the ur.constrained optimum.
A fall of y1 decreases the opportunity costs and thus implies decreased
adjustment17).
15) We can write
3R
oxi --(I t Y~B-á ~ r)-~ A-~ (aF~ - ro)q }
1
t(I t Y~ B - A-~ r)-~(Y~ B- A 1 r)(X~-XC)
From the specification of the adjustment matrix B in footnote 8
follows that
Y~ B- A-~ ]' - C(Y~(I - A) f M)C-1
where M is the diagonal matrix of (positive) eigenvalues of
(- A-~ r), so that
(I t Y~ B- A-~ r)-~ - C(I t Y~(I-A) t M)-~ C-~
and
(I t Y~ B- A-~ r)-~ (Y~ B- A-~ r) - C(I t Y~(I-A)tM);1
~(Y~(I-A) t M)C-~
A fall of y~ implies larger values of the diagonal matrix
1
(I t Y~(I-A) t M)- and smaller values of the diagonal matrix
1
(I t Y~(I-A)t M)- (Y~(I-A) } M) and thus smaller values of ~X~.-27-
Assuming that F ~ F1 ~( 1td)F, where d is small, we may
linearize aR1~aF1 analogous to (29), i.e.
(50) aR1~aF1 - r0 t b(F~-F)
where F~ follows from the financial balance equation (3)
F~ - FO t q'(X1-XO) t IJ1 -(1-T)C1
Substituting (50) in (48) we obtain
( 51 ) [ r- A- Y1 A B] [ X1-XO] -[ r- Y1 A B] [ X~-XO] } bq(F1-F)
Combining (3) and (51) we obtain
(52) [r-A-Y1 AB-bqq'I[x1-xol -
-[ r- Y 1 A BI [ X~-XO] - bq [( 1-T ) C 1-U 1-FO] -bq F
where ((1-TICrD1-FO) is the sum of retained earnings, (1-T)C1-D~, in pe-
riod 1 and available internal funds, -F0, at the start of period 1.
From (52) fol.lows, defining the positive definite matrix
E- [- r t A t y1 A B t b fl q'1
( 53) [ X1-XOI - E-1[ Y1 A B-rl [ xu-xo] f E-~b.q[ ( 1-T )C1-D1-FO]
} E-1 bq.F
so that the first period change in factor inputs is a"weighted"
sum of the unconstrained change in factor ínputs [X~-XO] and total
internal funds [(1-T)C1-D1 t FO] except for the constant term E-1 bq F.
We can rewrite (53) as( 5~) [ X~-XO) - I X~-XOI - E- i A f~-XO]
- E-~ b q Iq~(X~-XC)-(1-T)C~-D~-FD)~ t E-~ bq F
where the third term on the right hand side measures the direct impact
of financísl constraints. Since, due to high adjustment costs in the
first period (1-T)C~-D~ will probably be low, the main source of
available funds is F~, so the financing oí' current investments is
directly linked to cumulated retained earnings in the past.
Since by assumption F~ ~ F, or
(55) F t(-F~ t(1-T)C~-D~) ~ q'(X~-X~)
we obtain after combining (52) and (55)
( 56) [-r t A t Yi A Bl [ Xi-X~1 ~[-r t Y~ A B] [ X~-XO)
or
( 57) ~ X~-XC )~ (-t t A t Y~ A B~ -~~ -r } Y~ A B~ ( X~-XC)
Result (57) can be used to compare the adjustment of factor inputs
under financial constraints with the adjustment of factor inputs if
the financial constraints are not effective in the sense that
(58) - r0 2F~
From (47) and (44) follows that if (58) holds,we obtain for tYie factor
adjustment under constant marginal costs of funds, (X~-X~)c,
( 59) (xi-xo)~ -[-r t A t g A s] -~[ -r } s A Bl [~-XO~
, ~. Comparing (57) and (59) we obtain that the difference between (X~-~~~i-29-
and actual adjustment (X1-XO) is at least equal to
(60) {(-r t A t S A B]-1 (-1' t g A B) -[-I' t A t Y1 A B] ,1
~(-T' t Y 1 A B] }( X~-XO )
so that, since yl ~ s i6), if (X1-XO)c ~ 0
(X1-XO) ~ (X1-XO)c
Thus we conclude that, if (X1-XO)c ~ 0, increasing marginal costs of
funds cause a slower adjustment of factor inputs.17)
16) We can rewrite expression (60) as
{I I-A-11'táB] -1( -A-1ttSB) -( I-A-1PtY1Bj -1[ -A-1I'tY1B] }(X~-XO)
and using the notation of footnote 12 we can write for the term be-
teen brackets
C((ItMtg(I-A))-1(Mt8(I-A))-(ItMtY1(I-A))-1(MtYI(I-A)]C-1
which ímplies that for y1 ~ S this matrix is positive definite.
17) If only (X11-X10)c ' 0 we obtain from (60) and y1 ~ S
(x11-x10) ~ (x11-X10)c
If (X1-XO)c ~ 0 or
(X11-X10)c ` 0~(57) and (60) give contrary
results so that the difference between (X1-XO) and (X1-XO)c
(or (X11-X10) and (X11-X10)c)is indeterminate.We conclude that the adjustment of factor inputs in period 1
depends on the difference X`~XC, the availability of internal funds, the
level of marginal costs of funds in the first period relative to the
level of marginal costs of funds in subsequent periods, measured
through the parameter y~, and on the adjustment matrix A. These
results only hold in the special case that t1 - 2(i.e. from peric.d 2
onwards: aRt~aFt - r~). If t1 ~ 2 the solution is more complicated but
basically analogous to the solution obtained in this section. Thus
we may expect a similar adjustment path: in the first periods financial
constraints will slow down the adjustment of factor inputs. If the
cumulation of retained earnings relaxes the financial constraints a
further adjustment to the new optimal values of factor inputs is
possible.
From this analysis follows that if internal funds are abundant,
financing of investments from internal funds and~or external funds
will be possible without exceeding the critical D~E ratio. Thus the
marginal costs of funds will be constant and the'élassical"
adjustment model applies. However if, e.g. in a recession, internal
funds are small,the financing of new investments requires external
funds in such amounts that the critical D~E ratio will be exceeded.
Consequently the marginal costs of external funds will depend on the
generation of cash flows so that both the cash flows and the ínterest
on external funds are ímportant financial determinants of investments.
These theorétical results correspond with the empirical findinp~ ~~f
Meyer and Kuh [ 12~ and Meyer and Clauber [ 11] .- 31 -
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